Introduction {#s1}
============

Antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) have proven of value in determining gene functions and as a new therapeutic class [@pone.0101752-Crooke1]. Once ASOs bind via Watson-Crick hybridization to target RNAs, these agents may work through a variety of mechanisms of action [@pone.0101752-Crooke1]--[@pone.0101752-Crooke3]. DNA-like ASOs hybridized to target RNA create a substrate for cellular RNase H1 [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. RNase H1 is ubiquitously expressed in prokaryotes and eukaryotes and is found in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and mitochondria of eukaryotic cells [@pone.0101752-Itaya1]--[@pone.0101752-Eder1]. Consistent with the cellular distribution of RNase H1, DNA-like ASOs effectively target both exonic and intronic regions of pre-mRNAs as well as nuclear retained RNAs [@pone.0101752-Vickers1]--[@pone.0101752-Bennett1].

Numerous factors affect the potency and specificity of ASOs in cells including biostability, cellular uptake, subcellular distribution, protein interactions, and hybridization affinities for the target RNA [@pone.0101752-Swayze1]. The importance of hybridization is demonstrated by the correlation between hybridization affinity of the ASO and activity observed in cell assays and *in vivo* [@pone.0101752-Monia1]--[@pone.0101752-Monia3]. Hybridization stabilities are often determined by measuring the T~m~ of an ASO hybridized to length-matched complementary RNA [@pone.0101752-Freier1]. Although measurements using simple duplex structures are useful for understanding nearest-neighbor effects and the influence of chemically modified nucleotides on ASO hybridization stability, these types of experiments cannot be used to quantify factors that affect the interaction between the ASO and target RNA in the cell such as the higher order structure of the RNA and RNA-binding proteins.

The secondary structure of the target RNA has been shown to significantly affect binding of ASOs [@pone.0101752-Lima1]. For example, ASOs targeting the double-strand regions of a simple RNA hairpin structure have binding affinities three orders of magnitude weaker than ASOs targeting the single-strand region [@pone.0101752-Lima1]. Computer algorithms have been developed to calculate secondary structures of target RNA and the free energies of ASO binding considering the effect of RNA secondary structure at the binding site [@pone.0101752-Mathews1]. These calculations correlate well with observed ASO activity for short target RNAs containing simple secondary structures. When compared to ASO activity in cells, however, the binding predictions are less correlative [@pone.0101752-Freier2].

The roles of RNA-binding proteins on ASO activity are poorly understood. Several studies have shown that proteins can be recruited to the ASO using bifunctional RNA or peptide motifs [@pone.0101752-Baughan1]--[@pone.0101752-Goraczniak1]. ASOs containing RNA-like nucleotide modifications recruit double-strand RNA-binding proteins directly to the ASO/pre-mRNA heteroduplex [@pone.0101752-Rigo1]. However, these strategies do not address the impact of RNA-binding proteins present in cells. One study showed that ASOs are capable of competing with RNA-binding proteins for binding to the target RNA, although these observations were limited to a single class of proteins [@pone.0101752-Rigo1]. Specifically, high affinity, uniformly modified ASOs were used to effectively compete with hnRNPs for binding to pre-mRNA and redirected splicing of the pre-mRNA [@pone.0101752-Rigo1].

To better understand the molecular mechanisms of action of ASOs and the factors that influence potency and specificity, we created a superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD-1) minigene system that supports seamless evaluation of ASO effects on RNA in cell-free systems and in cells. The minigene system was designed to be large enough to contain an intron, coding regions, and 5′ and 3′-non-coding regions but small enough to be synthesized by T7 polymerase ([Fig. 1](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The minigene was cloned into vectors enabling Pol II transcription and splicing of the RNA in a nuclear extract or stable transfection into cells under transcriptional control by tetracycline. Thus this system provides a tool that supports the type of experimental control necessary to test mechanistic hypothesis. In this paper we report the evaluation and validation of the system, its use to characterize on- and off-target effects of ASOs with activity mediated by RNase H1, and impact of various factors on potency and specificity.

![SOD-1 minigene construct.\
(A) The SOD-1 minigene contains the fourth and fifth exons of the SOD-1 gene and intervening intron. The intron was reduced to 250 nucleotides after the central 845 nucleotides were eliminated by PCR. The resulting minigene encodes a 555-nucleotide pre-mRNA and 305-nucleotide mRNA. (B) The minigene derived from the SOD-1 cDNA template was cloned into pcDNA3.1 vector containing both T7 and CMV promoters for, respectively, T7 and Pol II polymerase transcription and a BGH polyadenylation signal. The T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA was PAGE purified and either 5′-labeled with ^32^P or spiked into the denatured nuclear extract. C) The SOD-1 genomic DNA derived SOD-1 minigene was cloned into the same vector and added to the nuclear extract for Pol II transcription and splicing into the mRNA. The unspliced pre-mRNA was degraded using an antisense ASO targeting the intron region and excess *E. coli* RNase H1. Levels of the SOD-1 minigene pre-mRNA and mRNA were quantified by qRT-PCR using primers complementary to the vector regions immediately upstream and downstream of the SOD-1 minigene RNA region (dark lines) and probes complementary to, respectively, the intron region or exon-exon junction (grey lines).](pone.0101752.g001){#pone-0101752-g001}

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Preparation of SOD-1 minigene construct {#s2a}
---------------------------------------

A region of *SOD-1* comprised of the 117-nt-long exon 4, intron 4, and the 460-nt exon 5 was amplified from genomic DNA (Ref. Seq.: NG_008689.1). Deletion mutagenesis of 845 bp from the center of intron 4 was performed by overlap extension PCR according to Lee et al. [@pone.0101752-Lee1] using primers specific for regions in exon 4 and exon 5 (E4-XhoI-FP: CAAACTCTCGAGAGGCATGTTGGAGACTTGG; E5-HindIII-RP: CTTTCAAAGCTTTTTAGTTTGAATTTGGATTCTT) and chimeric intron primers (I4-RP: ATTAGGAAATATCTCTCTACTAGGATTAAT; I4-FP: AGAGAGATATTTCCTAATTTGAACTGCAAG). The resulting PCR product containing 250 nt of intron 4 was then cloned into the vector pcDNA3.1 (-) at the with XhoI and HindIII sites to create pcDNA_SOD1.

Preparation of antisense oligonucleotides {#s2b}
-----------------------------------------

Synthesis and purification of phosphorothioate/2′-MOE oligonucleotides was performed using an Applied Biosystems 380B automated DNA synthesizer as described previously [@pone.0101752-Mckay1]. All ASOs were 20 bases in length with 2′-*O*-methoxyethyl substitutions at the positions 1--5 and 16--20 (gap-mers) or at every position (2′MOE). The ASOs contained either uniform phosphodiester linkages for use in the cell free assays or uniform phosphorothioate substitutions for evaluation in the cellular assay.

Preparation of T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA and oligoribonucleotide targets {#s2c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

T7 transcribed mRNA was generated from linearized DNA templates using a MEGAscript Kit according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (Life Technologies, Cat\# AM1334M). Following a 5-h incubation at 37°C, 5 U of DNase I (Life Technologies) was added for 30 min at 37°C to remove any template DNA. After the DNase treatment, the reaction was adjusted to 300 mM sodium acetate, and extracted once with phenol/chloroform followed by a chloroform extraction. The RNA was then precipitated with 2 volumes of 100% ethanol.

The RNA was 5′-end labeled with ^32^P by first dephosphorylating the transcript using 50 µg of RNA and 10 µL of Antarctic Phosphatase (New England Biolabs, Cat\# M0289) in 100 µL 1× Antarctic Phosphatase buffer. Reactions were incubated at 37°C for 60 min and heat inactivated at 65°C for 5 min. The dephosphorylated RNA was purified using an RNeasy Mini Kit as per the manufacturer\'s instructions (Qiagen, Cat\# 74104). RNAs were 5′-end labeled using 40 pmol of RNA, 20 U of T4 polynucleotide kinase (Promega, Cat\# M4101), 120 pmol \[γ-^32^P\] ATP (6000 ci/mmol) (Perkin Elmer, Cat\# NEG035C005MC), 70 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 10 mM MgCl~2~, and 50 mM dithiothreitol. The kinase reaction was incubated at 37°C for 30 min and quenched using Gel Loading Buffer II (Life Technologies, Cat\# AM8546G). The labeled RNAs were purified by gel electrophoresis on a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel as previously described [@pone.0101752-Sambrook1].

Binding affinities of ASOs for oligoribonucleotide targets and T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA {#s2d}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ASO binding to the ^32^P-labeled T7 transcribed mRNA or to ^32^P-labeled oligoribonucleotide targets were determined by combining 1 nM mRNA with 100 nM ASO in hybridization buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 50 nM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl~2~). Reactions were then heated to 90°C for 5 min and cooled to 37°C. To each reaction, 40 U of RNaseOUT (Life Technologies, P/N\#100000840) and tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine) (TCEP; 0.2 mM final concentration) were added, and samples were incubated for 1 h. *E. coli* RNase H1 cleavage reactions were initiated by adding 25 U of enzyme (New England Biolabs) to a 100 µL reaction; samples were incubated at 37°C for 60 min. Reactions were quenched by adding Loading Buffer II, then heated to 90°C for 2 minutes and loaded onto a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel pre-heated to at least 50°C. Gels were analyzed using STORM 960 PhosphorImager (GE Lifesciences). The dissociation constants (K~d~) for ASOs bound to ^32^P labeled oligoribonucleotides and T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA were determined as described above except that ASO concentrations of 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000 nM were analyzed.

On- and off-target binding affinities of ASOs for T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract {#s2e}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Denatured HeLa nuclear extract (Promega) was prepared by heating extract at 95°C for 3 h with occasional vortexing, followed by sonication for 1 h. The ASO activity for the T7 transcribed mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract was determined by adding 50 ng RNA to 20 µL denatured nuclear extract. After 1 h at 25°C, 5 U of *E. coli* RNase H1 and ASO to a final concentration of 10 nM were added. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 h at 30°C. The reaction was then subjected to DNA digestion for 30 min at 30°C. RNA was purified using an RNeasy 96-well plate (QIAGEN) according to manufacturers\' instructions. RNA was analyzed by quantitative reverse transcription-PCR using StepOne Real-Time PCR System (Life Technologies). Primers used to quantify the mRNA were forward, 5′-AGACCCAAGCTGGCTAGCGT-3′, and reverse, 5′-GGCTGATCAGCGGTTTAAAC-3′; the probe spanned the exon 4/5 junction and the sequence was 5′-56-FAM/CTGGTGGTC/ZEN/CATGAAAAAGCAGATGACTTG/3IABkFQ-3′.

On-target ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured extract was determined as described above with the exception that primers and probe designed to amplify and detect exon 5 were used: forward, 5′- TGC ATC ATT GGC CGC ACA CTG GTG GTC CAT -3′; reverse, 5′ -- GGCTGA TCA GCG GTT TAA AC -3′; and probe, 5′-/56-FAM/CGC TGG AAG/ZEN/TCG TTT GGC TTG TGG/3IABkFQ/-3′. Off-target ASO binding was determined using primers and probe designed to amplify and detect exon 4: forward, 5′-AGA CCC AAG CTG GCT AGC GT -3′; reverse, 5′-TTC ATG GAC CAC CAGTGT GC -3′; and probe, 5\'-/56-FAM/CA AAG ATG G/ZEN/T GTG GCC GAT G/3IABkFQ/-3′.

On- and off-target binding affinities of ASOs for SOD-1 minigene mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract {#s2f}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A minimum of 46 ng of run-off template was added to a 20 µL nuclear extract containing 16% HeLa Nuclear Extract (Promega), 36% (v/v) Buffer A (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, and 20% glycerol), and 3 mM MgCl~2.~ The reaction was allowed to equilibrate at 30°C for 30 min prior to the addition of 0.4 mM rNTPs to initiate transcription. Reactions were incubated for an additional 2 h at 30°C to allow transcription and splicing, then 5 U of *E. coli* RNase H and ASO to a final concentration of 10 nM were added. RNase H cleavage was allowed to proceed for 1 h at 30°C. The reaction was then subject to DNA digestion using 5 U of DNase I (Life Technologies) for 30 min at 30°C. The RNA was purified and analyzed as described above. To determine the amount of pre-mRNA, the same forward and reverse primers were used as described above with a probe targeting the intron region: 5′-56- FAM/TAGTGATTA/ZEN/CTTGACAGCCCAAAGTTATCT/3IABkFQ-3′. ASO on- and off-target binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract was determined as described above for the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract.

Human RNase H1 activity assay {#s2g}
-----------------------------

Single and multiple turnover kinetics for human RNase H1 were determined by incubating either 2.7 or 400 ng, respectively, of human RNase H1 in reaction buffer (30% glycerol, 20 nM Tris, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 3 mM TCEP, 60 U RNaseOUT) for 1 h at 25°C. To 20 µL heat denatured nuclear extract, 50 ng of T7 SOD1 mRNA, 1000 nM ASO, and 1 µL of human RNase H1 in reaction buffer were added, and samples were incubated for 8 min at 37°C. Digestion reactions were analyzed by qRT-PCR as described above for the *E. coli* H1 experiments.

Identification of nuclear extract proteins bound to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA {#s2h}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Capture and displacement of RNA binding proteins was performed using a 20-nucleotide 5′-biotin labeled RNA complementary to the T7-SOD1 mRNA containing an 18 nucleotide DNA linker (IDT). The capture RNA targeted the region immediately upstream of exon 4 of the SOD-1 minigene: 5′-/5Biosg//iSp18/ACGCUAGCCAGCUUGGGUCU-3′. Briefly, 1 nmol of the biotinylated RNA was mixed with 1 nmol of the T7-SOD1 mRNA in 1× siRNA buffer (Thermo Scientific) and heated at 95°C for 2 min, then slowly cooled to 37°C and incubated for 1 h. The duplex was then mixed with 100 µL of prewashed Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin C1 (Invitrogen) with continuous rotation for 1 h to allow the duplex to bind to the beads. Subsequent washing steps were done according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Duplexed RNA bound to beads was then incubated with a 75- µL mixture containing 1.6 mM MgCl~2~, 20 mM creatine phosphate, 500 µM ATP, 10 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 8), 17% (v/v) Buffer D (20 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 8, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 M KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT), and 33% (v/v) HeLa nuclear extract. Mixtures were incubated with constant rotation for 40 min at 30°C. Beads were isolated by magnetic selection and washed three times with Buffer D containing 300 mM KCl, followed by a wash with Buffer D containing 100 mM KCl. The beads were resuspended in 50 µL Buffer D containing 100 mM KCl and 250 pmol ASO was added. The mixture was incubated at 30°C for 1 h to allow the ASO to displace the proteins from the hybridization site. The supernatants were collected, resolved on an SDS-polyacrylamide gel, and analyzed by western blot.

Preparation of the TET-inducible system {#s2i}
---------------------------------------

To enable tetracycline-inducible expression in cells, the minigene was subcloned into the vector pcDNA 4/TO between HindIII and XbaI restriction sites. The region of interest from pcDNA_SOD1 was amplified with primer set SOD1-Hind3-F (taaactt AAGCTT TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GGA GAC) and SOD1-EcoRI-R (tcagattc GAATTC TTT AGT TTG AAT TTG GAT TCT TTT AAT AGC) to give pcSOD1/TO. The forward primer is complementary to the T7 promoter from pcDNA_SOD1 and incorporates a HindIII site, whereas the reverse primer was complementary to the 3′ end of exon 5 and included an EcoRI site.

T-REX-293 and T-REX-HeLa cells were purchased from Invitrogen and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, streptomycin (0.1 µg/mL), penicillin (100 U/mL), and blasticidin (5 µg/mL). Plasmid pcSOD1/TO was transfected into T-REX-293 cells using Effectene transfection reagent according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (Qiagen). Cell lines with stably integrated minigene were selected in DMEM media containing 250 µg/mL zeocin. Zeocin-resistant colonies were expanded and then tested for tetracycline-inducible expression by qRT/PCR.

pSOD/TO-DEL was created by deleting 34 nucleotides comprising the target sites for ASOs 440238, 440239, 440282, and 440283 from pSOD/TO using a QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (Qiagen). The sense primer was 5\'-AGGTCCATGAAAAAGCAGAAAGACAGGAAACGCTGG-3\'; the antisense primer was 5\'-CCAGCGTTTCCTGTCTTTCTGCTTTTTCATGGACCT-3\'.

ASO/siRNA treatment in cells and qRT/PCR {#s2j}
----------------------------------------

SOD/TO and SOD/TO-RHA cells were seeded in 96-well plates at ∼50% confluency then treated the following day with the indicated concentrations of ASO in Opti-MEM media (Invitrogen) containing 5 µg/mL Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) for 4 h as described previously [@pone.0101752-Vickers3]. Following transfection, cells were washed once with PBS, and growth media containing 1 µg/mL tetracycline was added to induce minigene transcription. After a 3 h incubation, total RNA was purified using an RNeasy 3000 BioRobot (Qiagen) and mRNA levels were assessed by qRT/PCR performed essentially as described elsewhere [@pone.0101752-Winer1]. Briefly, 10 µL of total RNA was analyzed in a final volume of 50 µL containing 200 nM gene-specific PCR primers, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 75 nM fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide probe, 5 µL RT-PCR buffer, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 U of Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen), and 8 U of RNase inhibitor. Reverse transcription was performed for 30 min at 48°C followed by PCR (40 thermal cycles of 30 s at 94°C and 1 minute at 60°C) using an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detector (Applied Biosystems). To avoid artifacts based upon well to well variation in cell number, mRNA levels were normalized to the total amount of RNA present in each reaction as determined by Ribogreen assay (Invitrogen) [@pone.0101752-Hashimoto1]. Primers were designed to specifically amplify spliced or pre-mRNA with detection by the same probe. To avoid amplification of endogenous SOD1, primers included vector sequence unique to the minigene. The sequences of the primer/probe sets are listed in [Table 1](#pone-0101752-t001){ref-type="table"}.
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###### Minigene specific qRT/PCR primers and probes.

![](pone.0101752.t001){#pone-0101752-t001-1}

  primer                   Sequence                  Amplified fragment
  -------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------
  E4FP          taa tac gac tca cta tag gga ga         Exon 4/vector
  J45RP          CTG CTT TTT CAT GGA CCA CCA               Exon 4
  E4PRB           CAA AGA TGG TGT GGC CGA TG               Exon 4
  J45FP          TGG TGG TCC ATG AAA AAG CAG               Exon 5
  E5RP      ctg tgc tgg ata tct gca gaa ttc TTT AG     Vector/Exon 5
  E5PRB        CGC TGG AAG TCG TTT GGC TTG TGG             Exon 5

To avoid amplification of endogenous SOD-1, each primer/probe set includes vector sequence unique to the minigene (lower case). The exon 4 primer/probe set, E4 SPL, consists of E4FP, J45RP, and E4 PRB, whereas the exon 5 specific primer/probe set, E5 SPL, consists of J45FP, E5RP, and E5 PRB.

RLM-RACE mapping of RNase H on- and off-target cleavage sites {#s2k}
-------------------------------------------------------------

SOD/TO and SOD/TO-RHA cells were seeded in 6-well plates at ∼50% confluency and treated the following day with 50 nM ASO in Opti-MEM media (Invitrogen) containing 5 µg/mL Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) for 4 h, as described above. Following transfection cells were washed once with PBS, then growth media containing 1 µg/mL tetracycline was added to induce minigene transcription. After a 3 h incubation, total RNA was purified using RNeasy mini columns (Qiagen). Total RNA was ligated to 1 µg FirstChoice 5′RACE Adapter RNA oligonucleotide (Applied Biosystems). The ligated products were reverse transcribed using random decamers and MMLV-RT according to the manufacturer\'s guidelines. The resulting cDNAs were amplified by successive rounds of PCR with nested pairs of primers specific either to exon 4 or to exon 5 of the SOD/TO minigene. The first round of PCR was performed for 30 cycles using the 5′RACE adaptor outer FP and either the Exon 5 outer RP (5′- GCAACTCTGAAAAAGTCACACAA-3′) or Exon 4 outer RP (5′- CACCAGTGTGCGGCCAATGAT-3′). The second round of PCR was performed for 30 cycles using the 5′RACE adaptor inner FP and either the Exon 5 inner RP (5′- TACAGCTAGCAGGATAACAGATGA-3′) or Exon 4 inner RP (5′-CAATGGTCTCCTGAGAGTGAGA-3′). RT-PCR production were separated on a 2% agarose gel in 1× TBE buffer and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. Ethidium bromide-stained PCR products were gel purified and cloned into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen) for sequence analysis to confirm putative ASO on- and off-target cleavage sites. For quantitative RACE (qRACE), cDNAs were amplified using an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detector as detailed above with the same outer primers with the addition of the probes for exon 4 (5′- FAM/CTGTGATCT/ZEN/CACTCTCAGGAGACCATTGCA/3IABkFQ-3′) or for exon 5 (5′- FAM/TTGGCTTGT/ZEN/GGTGTAATTGGGATCGCCCAA/3IABkFQ-3′).

Results {#s3}
=======

Preparation and characterization of the cell-free SOD-1 minigene system {#s3a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the factors that contribute to ASO activity, we prepared two minigene constructs from the *SOD-1* cDNA and from the *SOD-1* genomic DNA. Both contained sequences from exons 4 and 5 and the genomic construct also contained part of the intervening intron from which the central 845 nucleotides of were excised ([Fig. 1A](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The SOD-1 minigene constructs were then cloned into a vector containing both T7 and CMV RNA polymerase promoters and a bovine growth hormone (BGH) polyadenylation signal ([Fig. 1B and C](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The cDNA vector was used to prepare the "naked" SOD-1 minigene mRNA with T7 RNA polymerase. The naked mRNA was either 5′-end labeled with ^32^P or added into a denatured nuclear extract to determine ASO binding affinities to mature mRNA in the absence of proteins ([Fig. 1B](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

To evaluate the impact of nuclear protein binding to the mRNA on ASO binding affinity, the genomic SOD-1 DNA vector was incubated in a purified nuclear extract optimized for Pol II transcription and pre-mRNA processing ([Fig. 1C](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The transcription and splicing efficiencies of the SOD-1 minigene in the nuclear extract were determined by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) using primers complementary to the vector sequences flanking the minigene to avoid amplification of endogenous *SOD-1* mRNA and probes complementary to either the intronic region for identification of the pre-mRNA or the junction region between exons 4 and 5 for identification of the mRNA ([Fig. 1C](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Cycle time (CT) values of 23 and 20 were observed, respectively, for the pre-mRNA and mRNA suggesting that approximately 10--15% of the pre-mRNA was processed into the mRNA (data not shown). After an incubation to allow transcription and splicing of the *SOD-1* mRNA, the nuclear extracts were treated with ASOs targeting the intronic region of the minigene and excess *E. coli* RNase H1 was added to degrade the pre-mRNA and signal due to pre-mRNA in the mRNA/protein binding assays ([Fig. 1C](#pone-0101752-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The intron targeting ASO/RNase H1 treatment effectively eliminated the pre-mRNA as no detectable amplification was observed by qRT-PCR using the pre-mRNA specific probe after this treatment (data not shown).

Proteins bound to the mRNA in the nuclear extract were identified using a pull down and displacement assay described in [Figure S1A](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This method not only enables the identification of the proteins bound to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA but also the protein binding site on the mRNA ([Fig. S1B and C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The proteins bound included known RNA binding proteins that have been shown to be involved in mRNA processing and export of the mRNA from the nucleus ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[37--45)\]. The binding sites for these proteins were consistent with their reported binding specificities ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, the hnRNP H and F proteins were bound to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA at the target sites for ASOs 19, 37, and 38, which contain the preferred guanosine-rich binding motifs for these proteins ([Fig. S1B and C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0101752-Caputi1]. In addition, proteins associated with the exon-junction complex (e.g., Magoh, UAF35, UAF56, Y14, and ALY) were identified at the reported binding site immediately upstream of the exon-exon junction ([Fig. S1B and C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0101752-Jamison1]--[@pone.0101752-Shibuya1]. Finally, the splicing factors SF2 and SFRS5 bound at sites on the mRNA adjacent to or at the exon-exon junction ([Fig. S1B and C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0101752-Jamison1]--[@pone.0101752-Seraphin1].

Higher order structure of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA significantly influences ASO binding {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The binding affinities for the 29 antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) shown in [Figure S1B](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were determined for the naked SOD-1 minigene mRNA as described in [Figure S2A](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Under these conditions, the amount of cleavage observed for each ASO is not limited by the enzymatic activity of *E. coli* RNase H1 but rather by the amount of heteroduplex formed. The observed cleavage products were consistent with the expected positions of ASO hybridization to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA ([Fig. S1B](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). The *E. coli* RNase H1 cleavage activity observed for each ASO/mRNA heteroduplex differed depending on the target site ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, greater *E. coli* RNase H1 cleavage activity was observed for the ASO 50, 51, and 83, heteroduplexes, whereas reduced cleavage activity was observed for ASOs 20 and 22 to 28 ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Given that the cleavage reactions were performed using the same concentration of ASO and excess *E. coli* RNase H1, the level of cleavage activity corresponds to the amount of ASO/mRNA heteroduplex formed. The differences in the amount of heteroduplex formed at each target site are likely not due to non-equilibrium conditions, as similar cleavage activities were observed for the various heteroduplexes incubated 1 to 48 hours prior to addition of the *E. coli* RNase H1 (data not shown).

![ASO binding to naked ^32^P-labeled SOD-1 minigene mRNA.\
Denaturing PAGE analysis of digestion reactions with ASOs and without ASO (labeled UTC). The bands corresponding to the RNase H1 cleavage products from on-target binding are labeled with ASO number in blue and off-target ASO cleavage products are labeled with red ASO numbers. The position of the off-target ASO hybridization in the SOD-1 minigene mRNA was determined by comparing the size of the off-target cleavage bands with the size of the on-target cleavage bands (joined by red lines).](pone.0101752.g002){#pone-0101752-g002}

ASO binding to the T7 transcribed SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract was determined using unlabeled SOD-1 minigene mRNA incubated in the denatured nuclear extract prior to the addition of the ASO and excess *E. coli* RNase H1 ([Fig. S2B](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with the naked 5′-^32^P labeled SOD-1 minigene mRNA, the *E. coli* RNase H1 cleavage activities for the mRNA added to the denatured nuclear extract varied significantly ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, very little mRNA cleavage was observed for the 45 and 46 heteroduplexes. These experiments also showed that greater than 90% of the mRNA was full length and suggest that less than 10% of the mRNA was bound by these ASOs ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, significantly greater cleavage activities were observed for ASOs 38 to 41 and 82 and 83. Incubation with these ASOs resulted in less than 10% full-length mRNA indicating that greater than 90% of the mRNA hybridized to ASO ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). One plausible explanation for the observed differences in the levels of heteroduplex formation is the higher order structure of the mRNA.

![ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into denatured nuclear extract.\
(A) The binding profile of the ASOs for the mRNA in denatured extract (orange line) compared with the predicted target site accessibilities (green line). ASO binding is reported as percent untreated mRNA control (left y-axis). A greater mRNA reduction (lower percent control) correlates with tighter ASO binding. Target site accessibilities are reported as unpaired probabilities (right y-axis). Greater probabilities predict that the target region is single stranded and accessible to ASO, and lower probabilities suggest that the target region is involved in mRNA structure. (B) Prediction of ASO target site accessibility within the SOD-1 minigene mRNA using RNAP-fold. The scanning window size (*w*) and maximum allowed distance between the base-pairs (*L*) within the mRNA were set to, respectively, 80 and 40 ribonucleotides. The binding accessibility of each ASO for the target mRNA was calculated based on the length of the ASO target site (*[u]{.ul}* [)]{.ul}, specifically 20 ribonucleotides.](pone.0101752.g003){#pone-0101752-g003}

To evaluate this possibility, the folding algorithm RNAP-fold was used to predict base-pairing probabilities within the mRNA and consequently the accessibility of each ASO binding site in a scanning window approach ([Fig. 3B](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The predicted ASO target site accessibilities within the mRNA using this algorithm were consistent with the observed ASO binding activities ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the target sites for ASOs 38 to 41 and 82 and 83, which resulted in greater amounts of heteroduplex formation than other ASOs tested, are located in regions predicted to be single stranded ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, a significantly lower percentage of the mRNA was hybridized with ASOs 45 and 46 whose target sites were predicted to be double-stranded and therefore less accessible to ASO binding ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, the *in silico* predicted target site accessibilities and the binding profiles observed for the ASOs suggest that the differences in the amount mRNA bound to ASO is likely due to the higher order structure of the mRNA. In addition, the observed ASO binding profile appears to provide an accurate map of the higher order structure of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA.

The dissociation constants (K~d~s) for the ASOs binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked in the denatured nuclear extract were determined by incubating the mRNA with increasing concentrations of ASO and treating the hybridization reactions with excess *E. coli* RNase H1 ([Fig. S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Greater than two-orders of magnitude differences in the dissociation constants were observed for the ASOs binding to different sites in the SOD-1 minigene mRNA ([Fig. S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). For example, ASOs 18 and 40 exhibited the tightest binding affinities with K~d~s of 2 and 0.8 nM, respectively, whereas ASOs 26 and 44 exhibited the weakest binding affinities with K~d~s of 150 and 420 nM, respectively ([Fig. S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Thus, consistent with the *in silico* predicted target site accessibilities, the lowest affinity ASOs bound to sites predicted to be double stranded ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0101752.t002

###### Binding affinities of ASOs for the oligoribonucleotide targets and SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the nuclear extract.

![](pone.0101752.t002){#pone-0101752-t002-2}

  ASO    SOD-1 mRNA K~d~ (nM)   Oligoribonucleotide K~d~ (nM)   ΔK~d~
  ----- ---------------------- ------------------------------- -------
  18            2±0.3                     0.36±0.05               6
  19            4±1.4                     0.27±0.07              15
  20            5±0.5                     0.31±0.01              16
  27            40±3.3                    0.19±0.03              210
  37            10±2.1                    0.26±0.02              38
  38            2±0.8                     0.28±0.06               7
  40           0.8±0.3                    0.37±0.07               2
  45           420±6.2                    0.22±0.04             1909
  82            2±0.8                     0.49±0.06               4

Dissociation constants (K~d~) were determined as described in the [Materials and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [figure S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Differences in the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) between the two targets were calculated by dividing the K~d~ of the ASOs for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract by the K~d~ for the oligoribonucleotide targets.

To better understand the effect of higher order structure in the mRNA on ASO binding, we determined the binding affinities of the ASOs for complementary oligoribonucleotides ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Similar binding affinities (K~d~s) were observed for all ASO/oligoribonucleotide heteroduplexes suggesting that the complementary oligoribonucleotides did not form secondary structures. The K~d~s for the ASO/oligoribonucleotide pairs varied by approximately 2 fold. In contrast, the range was greater than 100-fold for the same ASOs binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Impressively, an almost 2000-fold difference was observed for ASO 44 binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA compared to the complementary oligoribonucleotide ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). The ASOs with the tightest binding affinities for the mRNA (18, 40 and 44) had K~d~ values that were 2- to 6-fold weaker than those for the complementary oligoribonucleotides suggesting that these sites, although more accessible, have more competing structure than the oligoribonucleotide targets ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Taken together, these data suggest that the higher order structure of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA has a profound effect on the binding affinity of ASOs.

RNA binding proteins have a modest effect on ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next we evaluated ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA that was transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract ([Fig. S2C](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The binding profiles for the ASOs targeting the spliced mRNA were similar to those of the mRNA in the nuclear extract with the exception of those ASOs whose hybridization sites had were bound by proteins ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}). For example, less target RNA reduction was observed for the ASOs 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 38, and 39 when targeting the spliced SOD-1 minigene mRNA compared to the mRNA in denatured nuclear extract, suggesting that these ASOs were likely competing with the identified proteins for binding to the mRNA ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the H-complex proteins, nucleolin and DHX36 bound to regions targeted by ASOs 19, 38, and 39 and the exon-junction and E-complex proteins bound to the ASO 23 to 28 binding sites ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}). ASOs 22, 26, and 37, which also target sites on the mRNA that were determined to contain bound proteins, reduced the spliced mRNA and the mRNA in the denatured nuclear extract to similar extents suggesting that the proteins bound to these sites had weaker binding affinities for the target RNA than did the ASOs ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, ASOs 40, 46, and 83 reduced levels of the spliced mRNA less than the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract suggesting that either unidentified proteins were bound to these sites or the higher order structures were different under these two conditions ([Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract.\
The binding profile of the ASOs to mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract (blue line) compared with the mRNA in denatured extract (orange line). The proteins bound to the mRNA at each ASO target site are listed in [Figure S1](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Here, proteins bound are listed below the ASO number by class: RNA-binding proteins (R), E-complex proteins (E), H-complex proteins (H) and exon-junction proteins (EJ). ASO binding is reported as percent untreated mRNA control. The mean and errors reported are based on three trials.](pone.0101752.g004){#pone-0101752-g004}

The K~d~s for the ASOs targeting transcribed and spliced SOD-1 mRNA are shown in [Table 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}. Consistent with the observed level of mRNA reduction for ASOs 19, 24, and 38 targeting protein binding sites in the spliced mRNA, 2 to 12-fold higher binding affinities were observed for these ASOs targeting the spliced mRNA compared to the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract ([Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}). These binding affinities demonstrate that the effect of RNA binding proteins on the binding affinity of ASOs for the target mRNA was significantly less than the influence of higher order mRNA structure on ASO binding ([Tables 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}). Taken together, these results suggest that although RNA binding proteins can compete with ASOs for target mRNA binding sites, the higher order structure of the mRNA has a greater deleterious effect on ASO binding than does protein binding. In addition, the observed similarities in the ASO binding profiles for the mRNA spiked into the denatured extract and the spliced mRNA indicate that these mRNAs are form similar higher order structures ([Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0101752.t003

###### Binding affinities of ASOs for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract and mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract.

![](pone.0101752.t003){#pone-0101752-t003-3}

  ASO    Spliced SOD-1 mRNA K~d~ (nM)   Spiked SOD-1 mRNA K~d~ (nM)   ΔK~d~
  ----- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- -------
  18                3±2.4                          2±0.3               1.5
  19                8±1.1                          4±1.4               2.0
  20                6±0.3                          5±0.5               1.2
  24                47±5.9                         4±1.6              11.8
  37                16±2.2                        10±2.1               1.6
  38                8±1.5                          2±0.8               4.0
  40                3±0.6                         0.8±0.3              3.8
  82                4±0.8                          2±0.8               2.0

Differences in the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) between the two targets were calculated by dividing the K~d~ of the ASOs for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract by the K~d~ for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract.

Identification and characterization of ASO off-target site hybridization to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA {#s3d}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of the cleavage patterns for the 5′-^32^P labeled naked SOD-1 minigene mRNA showed that several ASOs induced more than one cleavage product; this suggests that certain ASOs hybridize to more than one site on the SOD-1 minigene mRNA ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, *E. coli* RNase H1 cleavage of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 produced cleavage products consistent with ASO hybridization to the intended on-target site and additional lower molecular weight cleavage products ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Given that the SOD-1 minigene mRNA is 5′-labled, the lower molecular weights of the additional cleavage products indicate that the off-target hybridization sites are positioned upstream of the on-target sites.

The positions of the off-target binding sites were identified by matching the size of the off-target cleavage products with on-target cleavage products of approximately the same molecular weight. For example, the off-target cleavage product generated by ASO 40 migrated in the gel a similar distance as the on-target cleavage product generated by the ASO 21, suggesting that the off-target binding site for ASO 40 was in the vicinity of the on-target binding site for ASO 21 ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the off-target binding sites for the ASOs 37, 38, and 82 were in the proximities of the on-target binding sites for ASOs 18 and 19 ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}). These predicted off-target sites involved ribonucleotide sequences that were at least partially complementary to the ASO sequences ([Fig. S4A](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The algorithm RNAstructure 5.3 was used to predict the extent of base pairing in heteroduplex structures formed by ASOs 37, 38, 40 and 82 ASOs and their off-target binding site RNA sequences ([Fig. S4B](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These predicted heteroduplexes contained between 13 to 15 base pairs, and the predicted free energies for hybridization (ΔG°) were consistent with the number of base pairs formed, with the exception of the ASO 37 heteroduplex, which was significantly less stabile presumably as a result of a five nucleotide bulge ([Fig. S4B](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To determine whether the ASOs were binding to the off-target sites as predicted by the hybridization algorithm, RNA oligonucleotides corresponding to the off-target site sequences were prepared, 5′-labeled with ^32^P, and hybridized with the ASOs. The secondary structures of the heteroduplexes were mapped enzymatically using the single-strand specific endoribonucleases T1 and A ([Fig. S4C](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The RNase T1 and A cleavage patterns for the heteroduplexes were consistent with the structures predicted *in silico* ([Fig. S4B and C](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The enzymatic structure mapping of ASO 37, 38, 40, and 82 heteroduplexes suggested that these ASOs were capable of hybridizing to the predicted off-target binding sites. The binding affinities of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 for the on- and off-target oligoribonucleotides are shown in [Table 4](#pone-0101752-t004){ref-type="table"}. Consistent with the calculated free energies for hybridization, all of the ASOs tested exhibited 2 to 14-fold weaker binding affinities for the off-target compared to the on-target oligoribonucleotides ([Table 4](#pone-0101752-t004){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0101752.t004

###### Binding affinities of the ASOs for the on- and off-target oligoribonucleotides.

![](pone.0101752.t004){#pone-0101752-t004-4}

  ASO    Off-target K~d~ (nM)   On-target K~d~ (nM)   ΔK~d~
  ----- ---------------------- --------------------- -------
  37           0.6±0.08              0.26±0.02         2.3
  38           3.7±1.3               0.28±0.06        13.2
  40           2.9±0.9               0.37±0.07         7.8
  82           1.1±0.2               0.49±0.06         2.2

Dissociation constants (K~d~) were determined as described in in the [Materials and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [figure S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Differences in the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) between the two targets were calculated by dividing the K~d~ of the ASOs for the off-target oligoribonucleotide by the K~d~ for the on-target oligoribonucleotide.

Higher order structure of the mRNA and RNA binding proteins inhibit off-target ASO binding {#s3e}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The off-target site binding of the ASOs to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract were determined using primer-probe sets that amplify the specific regions containing the on- and off-target sites. For example, the primer-probe set designed to amplify exon 4 was used to measure the on-target cleavage activities for ASOs 18--28 and off-target activities for ASOs 37--51 and the primer-probe set designed to amplifying exon 5 was used to measure the on-target cleavage activities for ASOs 37--51 and off-target activities for ASOs 18--28 ([Fig. 5A](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the off-target binding observed for the ^32^P-labled mRNA, only ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 exhibited off-target binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract ([Fig. 5A](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 resulted in approximately 40--50% reduction of the mRNA when cleavage at the off-target sites were evaluated ([Fig. 5A](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![On- and off-target ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA.\
(A) Orange line represents the ASO binding profile for the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract obtained using exon 4-specific primers (red arrows). Black line represents the ASO binding profile for the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract obtained using exon 5-specific primers (blue arrows). ASO binding is reported as percent untreated mRNA control. The mean and standard errors reported are based on three experiments. On-target reduction of mRNA was observed for ASOs 18--28 targeting exon 4 when the exon 4-specific primer/probe set was used (orange line). No reduction of the mRNA was observed for these ASOs using the exon 5 primer/probe set (black line) indicating that these ASOs did not exhibit off-target binding to the exon 5 region of the minigene mRNA. On-target reduction of mRNA was observed for ASOs 37--51 targeting exon 5 when the exon 5-specific primer/probe set was used (black line). Reduction of mRNA was observed for ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 using the exon 4-specific primer/probe set (orange line) indicating that these ASOs exhibited off-target binding to the exon 4 region of the minigene mRNA. (B) Blue line represents the ASO binding profile for the mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract using exon 4-specific primers (red arrows). Black line represents the ASO binding profile for the mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract using exon 5-specific primers (blue arrows). ASO binding is reported as percent untreated mRNA control. The mean and standard errors are based on three experiments. On-target reduction of mRNA was observed for ASOs 18--28 targeting exon 4 when the exon 4-specific primer/probe set was used (blue line). No reduction of the mRNA was observed for these ASOs using the exon 5 primer/probe set (black line) indicating that these ASOs did not exhibit off-target binding to the exon 5 region of the minigene mRNA. On-target reduction of mRNA was observed for ASOs 37--51 targeting exon 5 when the exon 5-specific primer/probe set was used (black line). Reduction of mRNA was observed in the presence of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 using the exon 4-specific primer/probe set (blue line) indicating that these ASOs exhibited off-target binding to the exon 4 region of the minigene mRNA.](pone.0101752.g005){#pone-0101752-g005}

The dissociation constants (K~d~) for the off-target binding of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract were determined using the primer-probe set amplifying exon 4 ([Fig. S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Fig. 5A](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately 2 to 50-fold weaker binding affinities were observed for the off-target site binding than for the on-target sites ([Table 5](#pone-0101752-t005){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, the approximately 2-fold difference between the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) for the on- and off-target hybridization of ASO 37 to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract was significantly less than the 14-fold ΔK~d~ observed for ASO 37 binding to the on- and off-target oligoribonucleotides ([Tables 4](#pone-0101752-t004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#pone-0101752-t005){ref-type="table"}). Differences in accessibility of the on- and off-target sites in the full-length mRNA may explain the smaller ΔK~d~. The off-target binding site for ASO 37 is positioned at approximately the on-target binding site for ASO 18, which exhibited a K~d~ of 2 nM for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear; the on-target K~d~ for ASO 37 is 10 nM ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). The 5-fold tighter K~d~ observed for the on-target binding of ASO 18 compared to that for ASO 37 suggests that the hybridization site for ASO 18 is more accessible than the ASO 37 binding site and, consequently, is also more accessible for off-target binding ([Table 5](#pone-0101752-t005){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0101752.t005

###### Binding affinities of the ASOs for the on- and off-target sites of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract.

![](pone.0101752.t005){#pone-0101752-t005-5}

  ASO    off-target K~d~ (nM)   On-target K~d~ (nM)   ΔK~d~
  ----- ---------------------- --------------------- -------
  37            18±2.8                10±2.1           1.8
  38            17±3.4                 2±0.8           8.5
  40            37±6.5                0.8±0.3         46.3
  82            10±1.7                 2±0.8           5.0

Dissociation constants (K~d~) were determined as described in in the [Materials and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [figure S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Differences in the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) between the two targets were calculated by dividing the K~d~ of the ASOs for the off-target sites by the K~d~ for the on-target sites.

Consistent with the off-target binding activities observed for the ^32^P-labeled mRNA and the mRNA spiked into the nuclear extract, only ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 exhibited off-target binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spliced in the nuclear extract ([Fig. 5B](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Similar RNA reductions were observed for the off-target binding of ASOs 37 and 40 to the mRNA either spliced in the nuclear extract or spiked into the denatured nuclear extract ([Fig. 5A and B](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, the off-target binding observed for ASOs 38 and 82 ASOs were less pronounced for the spliced SOD-1 minigene mRNA than for the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract ([Fig. 5B](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

Weaker off-target binding affinities were observed for ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 to the mRNA spliced in the nuclear extract compared to the mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract ([Tables 5](#pone-0101752-t005){ref-type="table"} and [6](#pone-0101752-t006){ref-type="table"}). Importantly, significantly weaker off-target binding was observed for ASOs 38 and 82, which target the ASO 19 site also shown to bind proteins ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table 6](#pone-0101752-t006){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, the RNA binding proteins appeared to exhibit a significantly greater effect on the off-target binding of ASOs 38 and 82 than on the on-target binding ([Tables 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"} and [6](#pone-0101752-t006){ref-type="table"}). These data suggest that the off-target affinities observed for the ASOs 38 and 82 are inadequate to effectively compete with proteins for binding to the mRNA, whereas the binding affinity of the fully complementary ASO 19 ASO was sufficient to effectively compete with RNA binding proteins.

10.1371/journal.pone.0101752.t006

###### Binding affinities of the ASOs for the on- and off-target sites of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract.

![](pone.0101752.t006){#pone-0101752-t006-6}

  ASO    Off-target K~d~ (nM)   On-target K~d~ (nM)   ΔK~d~
  ----- ---------------------- --------------------- -------
  37            51±6.3                16±2.2            3
  38           221±16.7                8±1.5           28
  40            44±2.7                 3±0.6           15
  82           672±22.3                4±0.8           168

Dissociation constants (K~d~) were determined as described in in the [Materials and Methods](#s2){ref-type="sec"} and [figure S3](#pone.0101752.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Differences in the binding affinities (ΔK~d~) between the two targets were calculated by dividing the K~d~ of the ASOs for the off-target sites by the K~d~ for the on-target sites.

Human RNase H1 enhances the target specificity of ASOs {#s3f}
------------------------------------------------------

Given that human RNase H1 has been shown to be responsible for ASO-mediated cleavage of target RNA in human cells, we determined the human RNase H1 cleavage activity for the on- and off-target ASO/mRNA heteroduplexes using recombinant enzyme ([Fig. S2D](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. To ensure that the cleavage activities were exclusively due to the recombinant RNase H1, the measurements were performed using the denatured nuclear extract as the native extract was shown to contain human RNase H2 (data not shown). In addition, the cleavage activities were determined with the human RNase H1 concentration in excess of the heteroduplex substrate concentration (single-turnover conditions), similar to the conditions used for the *E. coli* enzyme, or with the heteroduplex substrate concentration in excess of the human RNase H1 concentration (multiple-turnover conditions) ([Fig. S2D](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, to ensure that the mRNA was completely hybridized with the ASOs prior to addition of the enzyme, 1 µM ASO concentration was used ([Fig. S2D](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As evaluated by on- or off-target-specific qRT-PCR, the SOD-1 minigene mRNA hybridized with ASOs 37, 38, 40, or 82 was fully degraded (e.g., 100% reduction) when using excess *E. coli* RNase H1 ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that 100% of the mRNA was hybridized with the ASOs at their respective on- and off-target sites ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Slightly less SOD-1 minigene mRNA was degraded in the presence of excess human RNase H1 than in the presence of excess *E. coli* enzyme, particularly for the off-target site heteroduplexes ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given that 100% of the mRNA was shown to be bound with ASO, the reduction in cleavage activity observed for the off-target heteroduplexes suggests that the human enzyme less effectively cleaves the off-target heteroduplexes than does *E. coli* RNase H1; presumably the mismatched base pairs have a greater inhibitory effect on the human enzyme.

Under multiple turnover conditions (i.e., heteroduplex substrate in excess of the human RNase H1), approximately 75 to 90% reduction of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract was observed in the presence of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 at their respective on-target sites ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Human RNase H1 appeared to be unable to cleave the off-target heteroduplexes, as no reduction of the mRNA was observed due to hybridization of ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 to their respective off-target sites ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

On-target but not off-target ASO activity was observed for SOD1 minigene in human cells {#s3g}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate ASO activity in human cells, the SOD1 minigene was cloned into the TET-regulated vector pcDNA 4/TO [@pone.0101752-Yao1]. T-Rex 293 cells stably expressing the construct were evaluated for TET-inducible expression of the minigene by qRT/PCR using the primers/probes specific for spliced or pre-mRNA. Up-regulation in levels of pre-mRNA was detected almost immediately following addition of TET with maximal expression of approximately 300% of the uninduced control 45--60 minutes after addition of TET to the media (data not shown). Detectable levels of spliced mRNA lagged synthesis of the pre-mRNA by approximately 15 minutes; however, induction was at least 20-fold and did not plateau until almost 4 hours after addition of TET (data not shown).

Next we determined activities of ASOs targeting the SOD-1 minigene RNA ([Fig. S1B](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To avoid possible false positives due to the presence of the ASO during PCR amplification, the exon 5 primer/probe set (E5 SPL) was used for ASOs directed to the exon 4 sequence, and the exon 4 primer/probe set (E4 SPL) was used for ASOs complementary to exon 5. ASO-mediated cleavage of the endogenous SOD1 message was evaluated using a primer/probe set specific to exon 3 of SOD1. Patterns of mRNA reduction for the endogenous SOD1 were similar to that of the minigene, with slightly more activity observed in exon 4 and in exon 5 with ASOs 47--52 ([Fig. 6](#pone-0101752-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The activity profile for the ASOs targeting the SOD-1 minigene in cells was similar to the binding profile observed for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA that was transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract suggesting that the ASOs exhibited similar binding affinities for both mRNAs ([Fig. 6](#pone-0101752-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Given that the higher order structure of the mRNA appears to be the predominate factor influencing ASO binding to the mRNA, the similarities between the ASO activity in cells and ASO binding in the nuclear extract suggest that the mRNAs exhibit similar higher order structures ([Fig. 6](#pone-0101752-g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![A) ASO activity for tetracycline-inducible SOD-1 minigene.\
Exons 4 and 5 and a truncated intron 4 were cloned into the vector pcDNA4/TO allowing for tetracycline regulated expression of the minigene and zeocin selection of stable cell lines. SOD/TO cells were transfected with ASOs. Following ASO treatment reduction of SOD1 minigene or endogenous SOD1 was evaluated by qRT/PCR using primers and probes specific for the minigene or endogenous SOD1. Data are presented as percent expression spliced mRNA relative to mock-treated control cells. The error bars represent the mean and standard errors of at least three experiments.](pone.0101752.g006){#pone-0101752-g006}

To explore off-target activity in cells, the on-target sites for ASOs 38, 39, 82, and 83 were deleted from the SOD/TO minigene by site-directed mutagenesis. A stable 293 cell line harboring the mutated minigene construct, SOD 282_DL, and a second cell line that overexpresses *E. coli* RNase H (SOD 282_DLH) were treated with ASOs at concentrations between 0.5 and 150 nM. As a control, SOD/TO cells with and without RNase H overexpression were treated with the same ASOs ([Fig. S5](#pone.0101752.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All ASOs displayed similar levels of activity in the SOD/TO cell line with IC~50~s ranging from 5 to 15 nM ([Fig. 7](#pone-0101752-g007){ref-type="fig"}, solid lines). In the presence of *E. coli* RNase H, the potencies of the ASOs increased by 5--10 fold ([Fig. 7](#pone-0101752-g007){ref-type="fig"}, dashed lines). No activity was observed for any ASOs targeting the deleted region in the SOD 282_DL cells, suggesting that these sequences promote little or no off-target activity ([Fig. 8](#pone-0101752-g008){ref-type="fig"}, solid lines). However, in agreement with our nuclear extract results, off-target activity was observed for each of these ASOs when *E. coli* RNase H was overexpressed ([Fig. 8](#pone-0101752-g008){ref-type="fig"}, dashed lines). ASO 38 showed the greatest off-target activity under these conditions with an IC~50~ just 2-fold greater than that observed for the on-target activity in the presence of excess RNase H. The off-target activity of ASO 82 was approximately 3-fold less than that of 38 while the activity of ASOs 39 and 83 was 16 and 44-fold less respectively. Similar results were obtained when human RNase H1 was overexpressed in the same cell lines ([Fig. S6](#pone.0101752.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the limiting levels of endogenous RNase H1 are a major contributor to ASO specificity in mammalian cells.

![Effect of *E. coli* RNase H overexpression on on-target antisense activity.\
HEK 293 cells harboring the SOD/TO minigene or the SOD/TO minigene and pcDNA3.1-RHA were treated with ASOs at concentration between 0.5 and 150 nM. Following transfection and TET induction of the minigene, target RNA reduction was measured by qRT/PCR. Data are presented as percent mock-transfected control for SOD/TO (solid line) and SOD/TO-RHA cells (dashed line).](pone.0101752.g007){#pone-0101752-g007}

![Effect of *E. coli* RNase H overexpression on off-target antisense activity.\
HEK 293 cells harboring the minigene or the SOD 282_DL minigene and pcDNA3.1-RHA were treated with ASOs at concentrations between 0.5 and 150 nM. Following transfection and TET induction of the minigene, target RNA reduction was determined by qRT/PCR. Data are presented as percent mock-transfected control for SOD 282_DL (solid line) and SOD 282_DLH cells (dashed line).](pone.0101752.g008){#pone-0101752-g008}

The sites of on- and off-target cleavage were confirmed by 5′RACE in SOD/TO cells with and without RNase H overexpression. RACE primers designed to the on-target region of exon 5 specifically amplified DNA fragments corresponding to the expected cleavage site for each ASO ([Fig. 9A](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}) as confirmed by sequencing of the RACE PCR fragment. Quantitative RACE from the same experiment clearly demonstrated an increase in the amount of the cleavage products with overexpression of RNase H ([Fig. 9B](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). Cleavage products were not detected for any ASO in control cells using RACE primers designed to the off-target region of exon 4 ([Fig. 9C](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). However, as observed in the SOD 282_DL cell line, off target cleavage was detected in the presence of *E. coli* RNase H for ASO 38 and, to a lesser extent, ASO 82 ([Fig. 9D](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). No off target cleavage products were detected for the other ASOs.

![Cellular off-target cleavage is observed only with RNase H1 overexpression.\
A modified RLM-RACE protocol was used to determine sites of target-specific and off-target cleavage. A) Exon 5 target-specific RACE cleavage products. (B) Quantitative RACE of exon 5 target-specific cleavage products for SOD/TO cells (black bars) and SOD/TO-RHA cells (gray bars). Results are given as threshold cycle (cT) for the amplification reaction with or without overexpression of RNase H. C) Exon 4 off-target RACE cleavage products. D) Quantitative RACE of exon 4 off-target cleavage products (cT). E) Human RNase H1 was overexpressed in HeLa SOD/TO cells by infecting with adenoviral human RNase H1 for 48 hours [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. Cells were then treated with 50 nM ASO 38, and RLM_RACE was performed as described above. 293 cells with or without *E. coli* RNase H; HeLa cells with or without human RNase H1. F) RACE products were gel purified and sequenced using gene specific RACE primers. Arrows indicate the predominant cleavage site.](pone.0101752.g009){#pone-0101752-g009}

SOD/TO 293 cell lines overexpressing *E. coli* or SOD/TO HeLa cells infected with a human RNase H1 adenovirus vector were treated with ASO 38. Once again, no off-target cleavage products were detected in the absence of overexpression of RNase H; however, RACE cleavage products were clearly visible upon overexpression of either human or *E coli* RNase H ([Fig. 9E](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, sequencing of RACE cleavage products revealed that the preferred off-target cleavage sites of these enzymes differed by one nucleotide ([Fig. 9F](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these data suggest that although these ASOs are capable of binding to off-target sites on the SOD-1 minigene mRNA in cells, as detected in the presence of overexpressed RNase H, these binding interactions do not result in degradation of the mRNA in cells.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In this study we assessed the factors that influence the activity and specificity of ASOs. We developed a SOD-1 minigene system to better define the molecular mechanisms of action of ASOs in a cell-free environment and then extended our findings to the cell. The higher order structure of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA appeared to be the predominant factor affecting on-target ASO binding to the mRNA ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"}). ASOs targeting predicted double-stranded regions of the mRNA exhibited binding affinities at least three orders of magnitude lower than those targeting predicted single-stranded mRNA regions ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, the ASOs with the tightest binding affinities for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA had affinities 2 to 6-fold lower than the binding affinities for unstructured oligoribonucleotide targets; this suggests that even the most accessible sites in the mRNA likely form higher order structures that inhibit ASO binding ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Given that both ASO binding to the mRNA and the secondary structure interactions within the RNA abide by the same principles of Watson-Crick base pairing, these findings should apply to all antisense oligonucleotides and to siRNAs. The magnitude of the difference in binding affinity between antisense oligonucleotides targeting single-stranded verses double-stranded regions of the mRNA will depend on the hybridization stabilities of the antisense oligonucleotides, which in turn is affected by length and chemical modifications of the ASO. The ASOs used here contained ten deoxyribonucleotide and ten 2′-methoxyethylribonucleotides, which when hybridized to RNA exhibit, respectively, lower or comparable hybridization stabilities to RNA-RNA base-pairs. The K~d~s measured for ASOs bound to the unstructured oligoribonucleotides ranged from 190 to 490 pM ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with these results, a previous study of antisense deca-oligoribonucleotides found three orders of magnitude differences in binding affinities for the ASOs targeting the single-stranded verses double-stranded regions of a hairpin target RNA [@pone.0101752-Lima1]. Of course it is possible to mitigate the influence of higher order structure on ASO binding by using ASOs with higher affinity nucleotide modifications (e.g., 2′-constrained ethylribonucleotides), which more effectively compete with target RNA structure [@pone.0101752-Seth1]. Alternatively, increasing the length of the ASOs would also enhance their hybridization stability (T~m~), although longer ASOs have higher likelihoods of encountering RNA structure and also have the potential to form self-structure [@pone.0101752-Lima3]. A number of studies have found that the optimal length for an ASO is 17 to 20 nucleotides; the SOD-1 minigene system provides a clear rationale for this length restriction.

RNA binding proteins belonging to the H, E, and exon-junction complexes were shown to bind the SOD-1 minigene mRNA and appeared to modestly inhibit on-target ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}). In a previous study ASOs containing high affinity nucleotide modifications at all positions of the ASO were shown to effectively displace H-complex proteins from the pre-mRNA target to redirect splicing of the pre-mRNA [@pone.0101752-Rigo1]. Our results suggest that ASOs containing fewer high affinity nucleotide modifications also effectively compete with proteins for binding to the RNA. This indicates that binding affinities of the proteins for the mRNA are weaker than the affinities of ASOs. In fact, the reported binding affinities of hnRNPs for RNA were approximately two orders of magnitude weaker than the ASO binding affinities observed in this study ([Table 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}) [@pone.0101752-Arhin1]. The H-complex proteins bind mRNA as individual proteins, whereas the E and exon-junction complexes interact with larger regions of the mRNA via multiple proteins and therefore are expected to form more stable interactions with the RNA [@pone.0101752-Kataoka1]--[@pone.0101752-Seraphin1], [@pone.0101752-Chou1]. Surprisingly, the proteins belonging to these complexes also exhibited only a modest effect on ASO binding ([Fig. S1C](#pone.0101752.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig. 4](#pone-0101752-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#pone-0101752-t003){ref-type="table"}). It is not clear whether the proteins belonging to those complexes bind the SOD-1 minigene mRNA individually or as a complex, although the E-complex proteins do appear to form a competent complex, as splicing of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA was observed in the nuclear extract. Consequently, the observed influence of the E-complex proteins on ASO binding to the mRNA in the nuclear extract is expected to be reflective of conditions in the cell.

Off-target ASO hybridization to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA was observed for five of the 29 ASOs tested ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, all the off-target interactions involved regions within the SOD-1 minigene mRNA that were accessible to on-target ASOs and that were predicted to be single stranded ([Fig. 3A](#pone-0101752-g003){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S4A](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Specifically, the ASOs 18, 19, and 20 exhibited among the highest binding affinities for the mRNA with K~d~s ranging from 2 to 5 nM ([Table 2](#pone-0101752-t002){ref-type="table"}) and the regions targeted by these ASOs were also bound by off-target ASOs. The off-target ASO/mRNA heteroduplexes formed between 13 and 15 base-pairs with the mRNA (Fig S4C). Surprisingly, off-target hybridization with less than 13 base pairs was not observed, even though statistically the number of potential off-target ASO sites increases as the number of complementary base pairs between the ASO and mRNA decreases. The stabilities of the off-target heteroduplexes, as determined using the unstructured oligoribonucleotide targets, were a modest 2 to 13-fold weaker compared to the on-target heteroduplexes with 20 base-pairs ([Table 4](#pone-0101752-t004){ref-type="table"}). The lack of off-target ASO binding for heteroduplexes with less than 13 base pairs suggests that off-target hybridization requires binding affinities similar to on-target binding. In other words, modest reductions in binding affinity are sufficient to preclude off-target ASO hybridization to the RNA. These data also suggest that enhancing the binding affinity of the ASO for the target RNA using higher affinity modified nucleotides would likely also enhance the affinity of the ASO for off-target sites and result in potentially new off-target interactions requiring fewer base pairs.

The proteins bound to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA more effectively inhibited off-target ASO binding than on on-target ASO binding ([Fig. 5B](#pone-0101752-g005){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 6](#pone-0101752-t006){ref-type="table"}). For example, the K~d~s for ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 for off-target sites absent proteins (e.g., mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract) ranged from 10 to 37 nM compared to the 44 to 672 nM K~d~s observed for these ASOs bound to the spliced mRNA in extract containing the RNA-binding proteins ([Tables 5](#pone-0101752-t005){ref-type="table"} and [6](#pone-0101752-t006){ref-type="table"}). These results suggest that the reductions in affinity of the ASOs at the off-target sites were sufficient to render the ASOs ineffective at competing with proteins for binding to the mRNA. The fact that modest reductions in ASO binding affinity can have a profound effect on the ability of ASOs to compete with both higher order RNA structure and protein for binding to the mRNA demonstrates that the binding affinities observed for the on-target ASO interactions are at or near the threshold required to compete effectively with these factors for binding to the mRNA. Again, incorporating higher affinity nucleotide modifications would enhance the ability of ASOs to compete with proteins for binding to the target RNA, but given that the on-target ASO interactions were effective at competing with proteins for binding to the mRNA, higher affinity nucleotide modifications would likely have a modest effect on on-target hybridization but lead to more off-target interactions.

Human RNase H1 is involved in the ASO-mediated degradation of mRNA targets in human cells [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. Increasing the levels of human RNase H1 in cells increases the potency of ASOs, whereas decreasing the levels of the enzyme decrease ASO potency, suggesting that human RNase H1 is likely the rate-limiting step with respect to ASO activity in cells [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. Absent knowledge of the specific kinetic parameters by which human RNase H1 cleaves ASO-RNA heteroduplexes in cells, we determined the on- and off-target cleavage activities for human RNase H1 using enzyme concentrations either in excess (single-turnover kinetics) or below (multiple-turnover kinetics) the substrate concentration ([Fig. S2D](#pone.0101752.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Under single-turnover conditions human RNase H1 cleaved the on- and off-target heteroduplexes with similar efficiencies ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, under multiple-turnover conditions in which the enzyme concentration was limiting, efficient cleavage of the on-target heteroduplexes and no measurable cleavage of the off-target heteroduplexes were observed ([Table S1](#pone.0101752.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that if RNase H1 in cells functions under single-turnover kinetics, the off-target ASO binding observed for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA will result in cleavage of the mRNA in cells. If, on the other hand, RNase H1 in cells function under multiple-turnover kinetics the observed off-target heteroduplexes would not be substrates for the enzyme. Certain ASOs bound to their respective off-target sites in cells as degradation of the mutant SOD-1 minigene mRNA containing only the off-target sites were observed in cells overexpressing *E. coli* RNase H1 ([Fig. 8](#pone-0101752-g008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that no off-target ASO activity was observed for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA in wild-type cells expressing only endogenous human RNase H1 suggests that human RNase H1 activity in cells likely function under multiple-turnover kinetics ([Fig. 8](#pone-0101752-g008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"}).

The correspondence between ASO cleavage efficiencies of the SOD-1 minigene mRNA that was transcribed and spliced in the nuclear extract and the SOD-1 minigene mRNA in cells was impressive ([Fig. 6](#pone-0101752-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The nuclear extract does not contain the cytoplasmic factors involved in mRNA biogenesis. Thus, our data suggest that either the majority of the ASO activity in cells takes place in the nucleus or that the cytoplasmic mRNA binding proteins exhibit binding affinities similar to those observed for the nuclear proteins and that the higher order structure of the mRNA is fairly well conserved throughout its biogenesis. The off-target ASO activity observed for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA in cells overexpressing *E. coli* RNase H1 showed that the ASO interactions targeted the same region within the mRNA that was identified using the naked mRNA ([Fig. 2](#pone-0101752-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#pone-0101752-g008){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#pone-0101752-g009){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S4A](#pone.0101752.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Again, the correlations between the cell and cell-free systems indicate similar ASO accessibility with respects to higher order structure of the mRNA and RNA binding protein interactions for both the on and off-target sites.

Taken together these results show that the ASO configuration tested here (e.g., ten deoxyribonucleotides flanked with ten 2′-methoxyethylribonucleotides) have binding affinities that both minimize off-target interactions and are sufficient to compete effectively with higher order structure of the RNA and RNA binding proteins. These data further suggest that the threshold for achieving robust off-target ASO activity is high and requires an accessible target site (e.g., single-stranded region absent RNA binding proteins), sufficient base complementarity to achieve binding affinities similar to on-target heteroduplexes (e.g., \>13 base-pairs), and sufficient base complementarity within the deoxyribonucleotide region to support human RNase H1 activity. Our identification of the factors that influence the on- and off-target activity of ASOs will make it possible to design ASO configurations that are both more potent and more specific. This study focused on the mRNA; characterization of the interactions of ASOs with the pre-mRNA is also important and will be the focus of future studies.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

**Identification of proteins in nuclear extract bound to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA.** (A) The biotinylated capture oligonucleotide was annealed to the T7 SOD-1 minigene mRNA in the nuclear extract and the mRNA was captured using magnetic beads. The bound proteins were displaced from the captured mRNA using complementary ASOs shown in panel B and analyzed by western blot. (B) The 20-nucleotide ASOs contained uniform phosphodiester linkages with10 deoxynucleotides (d) flanked by five 2′-methoxyethylribonucleotides (e) at the 5′ and 3′ termini of the ASO. The hybridization sites for the ASOs were designed to cover the entire exon 4 (blue sequence) and exon 5 (black sequence) regions with the ASO target sites overlapping by 10 nucleotides. (C) Identified proteins included H-complex proteins hnRNP H, F, A1, and A1B2; E-complex splicing factors SF2, U1, SF1, and SFRS5; exon-junction complex proteins Magoh, UAF35, UAF56, Y14, and Aly; and RNA binding proteins (RNA-BP) nucleolin (nuc) and DHX36. Proteins were identified using western blot analysis. Red boxes (+) indicate proteins identified following displacement from the mRNA by the respective ASO. Blue boxes (-) indicate protein not identified following displacement from the mRNA by the respective ASO.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Protocols for analysis of ASO/target mRNA duplex formation.** (A) The labeled T7 transcript was hybridized with ASO and digested with excess *E. coli* RNase H1. The digestion reactions were separated on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and analyzed using a phosphorimager. Given that the cleavage reactions were performed using excess *E. coli* RNase H1, the level of cleavage activity corresponds to the amount of ASO/mRNA heteroduplex formed. (B) The T7 transcript in denatured nuclear extract was hybridized with ASO and digested with excess *E. coli* RNase H1. The purified mRNA was analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR. The level of cleavage activity corresponds to the amount of ASO/mRNA heteroduplex formed. (C) The mRNA processed in the nuclear extract was hybridized with ASO and digested with excess *E. coli* RNase H1. The purified mRNA was analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR. The level of cleavage activity corresponds to the amount of ASO/mRNA heteroduplex formed. (D) The T7 transcript in denatured nuclear extract was hybridized with high concentration of ASO to ensure all the mRNA was bound with ASO and then digested with either excess *E. coli* or human RNase H1 or limiting concentrations of the human enzyme. On- and off-target cleavage activity was analyzed by qRT-PCR using, respectively, primers amplifying exon 5 and exon 4.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Binding affinities of ASOs for the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract.** The percent mRNA cleaved corresponds to the percent mRNA bound to ASO and was plotted as a function of the ASO concentration. The K~d~ was defined as the ASO concentration resulting in 50% mRNA cleaved (i.e., bound to ASO). The mean and errors reported are based on three trials.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Identification of off-target binding sites in the SOD-1 minigene mRNA.** (A) On-target binding sites for ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 (blue lines) targeting exon 5 (black sequence) and predicted off-target sites (red lines) in exon 4 (blue sequence). (B) Predicted off-target heteroduplexes and free energies for hybridization calculated using RNAstructure 5.3. (C) Enzymatic structure mapping of the ASOs (orange and black sequences) hybridized to their respective off-target oligoribonucleotides (red sequences). The red and blue arrows represent the cleavage sites observed for the single-strand specific RNases A and T1, respectively, which cleave the phosphate bond downstream of guanosine and purines, respectively. Blue lines indicate predicted base pairing between the ASOs and oligoribonucleotide targets based on the RNase cleavage patterns.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Overexpression of** ***E. coli*** **RNase H1 in the SOD1/TO HeLa cells.** *E. coli* RNase H ASKA clone, JW0204 (GFP minus), was obtained NAIST (Nata-ken Japan). The full-length gene was amplified by PCR using PfuTurbo DNA Polymerase (Agilent Technologies) with FP- CACCCATGCTTAAACAGGTAGA and RP- ACCTTCAACTTGGTAGCCTGT. The blunt end PCR product was then TOPO cloned into pcDNA3.1D/V5-His-TOPO according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (Invitrogen). Plasmid transfection was carried out as described above with stable transformants selected using 800 µg/mL geneticin. A) Geneticin-resistant colonies were expanded, then tested for RNase H expression by western blot performed as described elsewhere [@pone.0101752-Vickers2]. The mouse monoclonal antibody to V5 was obtained from Invitrogen (R960-25) and mouse anti-γ-tubulin from Sigma-Aldrich (T5326). B) RNase H cleavage assays were performed with extracts prepared from SOD1/TO and SOD1/TO-RHA cells. Briefly, ∼10^7^ cells were pelleted, lysed 30 minutes in 1 mL 6 M Gu-HCl and 100 mM NaHPO~4~, pH 8, and 100 µL Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) was added to the lysate and incubation continued for 30 minutes. The resin was then washed with 8 M urea, 20 mM imidizol, 100 mM NaHPO~4~, pH 6.3. Resin-bound RNase H was renatured by subsequent washes of 6, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 M urea in the same buffer. Finally, resin-bound RNase H was suspended in 100 µL 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.3. An RNA oligoribonucleotide was 5′-end-labeled with 32P using \[γ-32P\]ATP and T4 polynucleotide kinase, then the heteroduplex substrate prepared as previously described [@pone.0101752-Lima2]. An aliquot of 100 nM of the substrate was added to the resin-bound RNase H in a total volume of 100 µL cleavage buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl~2~, and 0.1 mM TCEP, pH 7.5). Aliquots of 10 µL of the cleavage reaction were removed at time points ranging from 1.5 to 120 min and were quenched by addition of 5 µL of stop solution (8 M urea and 500 mM EDTA). The aliquots were heated at 90°C for 2 min, resolved on a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel, and the substrate and product bands were quantitated on an Amersham Biosciences PhosphorImager.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Effect of human RNase H1 overexpression on antisense activity.** HeLa cells harboring the SOD/TO or the SOD 282_DL minigene were infected with adenoviral human H1 for 48 hours [@pone.0101752-Wu1]. Cells were seeded in 96-well plates then treated with ASO at concentrations between 0.5 and 150 nM. Following transfection and TET induction of the minigene, target RNA reduction was assayed by qRT/PCR. Data are presented as percent mock-transfected control for control (solid line) and adenoviral-infected cells (dashed line). A) Western blot of adenoviral infected cells using RNase H1 polyclonal antibody. B) SOD/TO cell line representing target specific cleavage activity. C) SOD 282_DL cells line representing off-target cleavage.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Human RNase H1 cleavage activity for on- and off-target ASO binding to the SOD-1 minigene mRNA spiked into the denatured nuclear extract.** Human RNase H1 cleavage activity is reported as percent mRNA reduction. Cleavage of mRNA hybridized with ASOs 37, 38, 40, and 82 to on-target and off-target sites using excess *E. coli* RNase H1, excess human RNase H1 or limiting human RNase H1. The mean and errors reported are based on three trials.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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